*SEE SLEEVE-IT® SYSTEM MANUFACTURER, STRATA SYSTEMS TECHNICAL NOTE DOCUMENT FOR APPROPRIATE APPLICATIONS. NOT SUITABLE FOR SOLID BOARD PRIVACY FENCES, PRIVACY CLOTH, OR SCREENING.

FENCE POST DETAIL W/ SLEEVE-IT® SD-1

MOSAIC UNITS WITH SLEEVE-IT® SD-1

SCALE: 1/2"=1'

FILL SLEEVE WITH CONCRETE, SET FENCE POST

CUT GEOGRID AROUND THE SLEEVE-IT® SYSTEM AS NECESSARY

REINFORCED BACKFILL COMPACTED 95% OF MAXIMUM STANDARD PROCTOR DENSITY

GEOGRID

SLEEVE-IT® SD-1
12" DIA. X 24" DEEP

SET POSITION OF SLEEVE IMMEDIATELY BEHIND TOP MOST VERSA-LOK UNIT

PERFORATED LID
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